
I e Ransom Rifl? -t I e r ~  
Doesn't Problems 

ur rifle rest should not generate the problems you've spent 
ime and money solving in your rifles. The Ransom Rifle ~as te r@Lm 

eaual in aualitv to anv rifle vou will ever hope to shoot from 



Corporation, Inc. has been 
serving the worldwide shooting 
industry since 1968. The 
company's principal product, 
the Ransom "Master Series" 
Rest, has literally become the 
worldwide standard for handgun 
accuracy development. It has 
been used by the United States 
government agencies for years 
to test and develop handgun 

I am justifiably proud of the 
reputation our product has 
developed internationally over th 
years. As we start into our third 
decade, we pledge to you, our 
customers, that we will continue 
to develop and produce product 
of high quality and precision. 

Good health a 

What's So Special About The 
Ransom Rifle MasterB ? 

Although the Ransom Rifle Master@looks like other rests-three-legged base with 
central elevating column, bag plate, etc.-all similarity ends there. Before explaining 
how the Ransom Rifle Master" is different, let's first consider your rifle. . . . 

If you are an accuracy enthusiast-benchrest shooter, varmint shooter, or just 
fascinated by rifles that deliver extreme accuracy-you know that certain things 
must be done to produce accurate rifles and ammunition. There are many factors 
which are detrimental to accuracy! One of those factors is vibration. 

From the very beginning of the ignition sequence to the exit of the bullet from 
the barrel, there is vibration. (Generally, these forms of vibration are understood 
by those of you who have studied the subject.) As you are aware, vibration cannot 
be totally eliminated, so it must be controlled. 

Consider the large amount of time and money you have invested in creating 
your custom hunting or match rifles. Additionally, think about how much work it 
took to develop the ammunition and load you are shooting. 

Now two important questions arise: Does it make sense to shoot that rifle and load 
in conditions that are not as optimal as the rifle's capabilities? Are you using a rifle 
rest that is not the quality equivalent of the riflelload? Certainly a rest which would feed 
back vibration into the rifle would adversely affect its accuracy. You must have a rest 

which remains stable and does not induce adverse effects. 
In our constant search for perfection in accurate shooting, Ransom International studied and evaluated all rifle rests 

presently available. We measured whether or how well these rests achieved the result of a reliable, stable and accurate 
shooting platform. 

The result of our studies is the tter.@ Its "typical" look does not readily reveal that some 
extraordinary elements of design ana manuTacrure are used to produce results which are exceptional. 

Other rifle rests you may have used seen\ were nrnhably convenient, nice, "portable," and easy to 
transport to the bench. However, the Ri ~ r n  e M is heavy, approximately 17-20 Ibs. (8-9'12 kg), 
depending on selected options because this rest is meant to be shot from. Weight and mass are 
important factors of stability, resistance to vibration, and/or movement on the bench. Several major 
portions of the Ransom Rifle Master" are manufactured of a grade of cast iron specifically chosen 
for its resistance to vibration transmission. 

The central elevating mechanism consists of two large-diameter columns fitted to tolerances of 
.001 inch, hardened to retain the tight, precise fit. The elevating thread is 
Acme form because it offers better quality of fit and function than V threads. 

The re~t'c base includes an instrument-grade bubble level so that the Pansom 
astc can be leveled precisely to compensate for bench variations. 

Three different bag plates are offered and easily interchanged. One bag 
plate is a plain standard model. The second bag plate is the more elaborate 
Omni Seriesm which attaches to the secondary column via an adapter allowing 
360-degree rotation. The third bag plate is the Omni Series@ Plus, Windage 
Adjustable Bag Plate. This plate attaches with the same bag plate adapter as 
the Omni Seriesa Bag Plate. The Windage Adjustable Bag Plate rotates 360 
degrees, and has a left or right hand windage adjustment. All plates can be 
fitted with pivoting end plates which permit adjustable clamping of the front bag. 

Two forend stops can be used with either bag plate. There is the simpler, 
nonadjustable standard version or the deluxe version which allows up and 
down as well as up to three inches of fore and aft adjustment. 

Only the cap screws of the Ransom Rifle Masterm are common hardware 
parts. All other components are specially designed, carefully selected materials 

I - r  
machined to close tolerances. In short, no part has been designed or manufactured to be merely adequate for its 
purposes. The quality of the Ransom Rifle Mastera is equal to that of any rifle you will ever fire from it. 

"Trifles make perfection and perfection is no trifle." 
-Unknown 



Above is the Ransom 
Rifle Master@ base, 
which may be 
equipped wtth a 
variety of upper-unit 
components, shown 
in the picture, at left. 

The Ransom Rlfle Master@ bass may bu equipped wlth a 
non-rotatlng standard bag plate (I), an Omnl -rlssm bug 
plate (2) with Ik adapter (2A) which pennits mtatlon, or the 
Omnl Seriese Windaga adjustment bag plate (3). l o t h  Omnl 

beg plates tome standard with adjustable and 
plates (4) or can be wdered for the standard bag plate. 
Also shown are the available forond 
etoprr, standard (6), and compotltion (6). 

BASIC DIMENSIONS 
Ransom Rifle Master@ Inches mm 

Base leg radius (center of center column to leg end) 8.5" 215.9 

Elevation capstan wheel diameter 6.5" 165.1 

Major column diameter 2.00" 50.8 

Minor column diameter 1 .250" 31.75 

Bag plate, overall 3"x 6" 76.2 x 152.4 

Bag plate bag area 

"Elevation" or overall height 
(from bench top to top of bag plate) 

Miximum: both columns, and level screws extended 8" 
p~ -- - -- 

Minimum: both columns, and level screws retracted 4.5 114.3 

Shown is the Rifle 
Master's Omni 
Series" PLUS which 
comes wlth the wind- 
age adjustment bag 
plate. (The central 
columns are shown in 
the fully elevated 
position.) 

Adjustable forend stop adjustment range 

- 
Fore-and-aft (front of bag plate as datum) minus .5" 12.7 

to plus 2.5" 63.5 extended 

Vertical (approximately) .75" 19.1 
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